EVAA founded a Statistician and Record Working Group

The European athletes have been very successful during the last decade.

Since 2005 the statistician in cooperation with the nomination team of EVAA have elected the European Athletic Veterans of the year to honor the capacity of the athletes. Therefore EVAA made another step forward and established from Jan. 1, 2013 a "Statistician and Record Working Group".

There responsibility is to make sure that records and best performances are recognized by the National Affiliates and International Federations.

This team consists of:

- **Ivar Söderlind (SWE)** e.mail: ivar@ortrask.se
- **Giusy Lacava (ITA)** e.mail: giusy.lacava@evaa.ch
- **Bob Minting (GB & NI)** e.mail: records@bmaf.org.uk
- **Mirolslav Luniewski (POL)** e.mail: luniewskim@go2.pol

The coordinator of the working group is the Technical Director of EVAA Nicola Maggio.

EVAA Council ha salso updated the procedure to recognize new European and World Records (see attachment) and the new Record Application Form (see attachment).

In the EVAA web-site is already operating a new datadase of:
- European Records (Outdoor, Indoor, Non Stadia)
- European Best Performances (Non Stadia)
- Championships Records and Best Performances (Outdoor, Indoor, Non Stadia)

detailed instructions for the use are also available.